General Terms and Conditions of xotox tools ag
General Notes for Using the Cardiosnip.com Web Portal
xotox tools ag provides important information at the Internet within the framework of public access, always taking great care to ensure that the information offered is correct and complete.
Furthermore, xotox tools ag uses appropriate, state-of-the-art technical measures to allow a safe and smooth operation of its Web portal. Nevertheless, we cannot prevent the occurrence of
the typical risks of the Internet in individual cases.
The cardiosnip.com Web Portal may only be used under the following prerequisites and with the following restrictions:

1. Liability







xotox tools ag cannot guarantee that the information provided by us is always up to date, accurate in every detail and complete and that all conceivable facts are considered.
xotox tools ag does not assume liability that the electronically offered information and implemented functionalities (such as electronic search functions) can always be used without
disturbances and that the requested information is transmitted smoothly and correctly.
xotox tools ag cannot fully prevent unauthorised modification of its websites by any third parties or attacks by viruses and other malware.
xotox tools ag has no influence on links to third-party websites. It can neither guarantee with reference to such sites that the information contained therein is correct, nor that their
contents are free from malware (e.g. viruses), nor that all such third-party websites comply with the provisions of the Data Protection Act. xotox tools ag can also not guarantee that
these links always function properly and that they always refer to the same contents.
xotox tools ag has no influence on other websites with links to its scope of services and cannot assume any liability for such sites.
xotox tools ag reserves the right to modify individual information or functionalities, to restructure them completely or to remove them from the web without prior notice. xotox tools ag
can therefore not be held responsible for the consequences if any information is not or no longer available in the same form as previously.

2. Copyright and Related Rights




The means of communicating information (such as texts, illustrations, logos, photos, videos, audio documents and graphics, as well as the layout of the information) of xotox tools ag
are protected by intellectual property rights and particularly by copyright unless expressly excluded from protection by way of appropriate legal norms (such as texts of laws and
judgements).
The information provided on our web portal may only be viewed, downloaded and printed for personal needs. It does not imply any further rights with reference to the contents of the
information provided herein.
Any further use of the contents of our Web portal and notably their embedment (by way of frames or inline links) into other sites is not allowed without prior written permission of the
proprietor of the rights.

3. Data Protection



Generally, no personal data are recorded or saved when accessing information offered by xotox tools ag.
Certain offers for information or transactions can only be used if certain minimum required personal data have been specified. The submitted data are subject to the data protection
regulations.

4. Security



If data are transmitted to xotox tools ag (e.g. by way of a contact form provided by xotox tools ag), neither a confidential, nor a reliable data transfer can be guaranteed. Furthermore,
xotox tools ag will normally also answer such contact forms electronically, but can also not ensure confidentiality or integrity of the data to be transmitted. This channel of
communication should therefore not be used for delicate (e.g. confidential) data.
Deviating provisions shall only apply for Internet offers with express reference to secure data transfer. In this case, the special safety precautions are usually specified accordingly
(e.g. by way of https or a key or lock symbol).

These terms of use can be modified at any time without prior notice. They apply for all websites which are operated under the responsibility of xotox tools ag unless otherwise specified by
xotox tools ag for a specific site or specific offer.

